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Hotel & Gastro formation Switzerland reforms training with 

«time2learn» 

 

Hotel & Gastro formation Switzerland is modernizing its apprentice programs 

for Certified Restaurant Specialists and Certified Restaurant Employees with 

the training planner time2learn from the Swiss Learning Hub Ltd. 

 

Since August 2019, prospective restaurant professionals have been organizing their training via 

time2learn. Martin Schönbächler, Deputy Director/Rector of Hotel & Gastro formation Switzerland, 

draws a thoroughly positive conclusion: "With the training planner, we are able to offer our 

apprentices a modern, practice-oriented training experience. This is appreciated by both the young 

professionals as well as the companies they work in". The tradition-rich institution, which is 

committed to providing extensive further training opportunities in the Swiss hospitality industry, will 

continue to add further professions to the tailor-made digital solution and thus simplify training for 

its partner companies even more. 

 

Digitised training begins with the online registration of apprentices and vocational trainers and 

continues with the online assignment and completion of practical assignments. The company offering 

the apprenticeship plans the entire training with time2learn. An evaluation system with stars makes 

learning success intuitively tangible. "The Hotel & Gastro formation Switzerland, as a future-oriented 

educational organisation, continues to drive the quality of Swiss hospitality forward. With the digital 

platform, all users benefit from a high-quality and modern educational offering", says Roland Gmür, 

Head Vocational Education Platforms of the Swiss Learning Hub AG. The tool, which enables not only 

practical assignments but also training certificates for occupational safety and includes the 



 

 

"time2learn Young Talents" app, gives all those involved access to all the information necessary for a 

companies offering apprenticeships. The training planner already covers more than 80 professions 

and is managed by the Swiss Learning Hub Ltd., a wholly owned CREALOGIX subsidiary. 

 

About the Swiss Learning Hub Ltd. 

The Swiss Learning Hub Ltd. is a full-service provider of digital learning for vocational training. The Swiss Learning 

Hub offers a comprehensive solution that covers the professional learning biography - from initial education and in-

company training to tertiary education. Numerous industry associations, universities of applied sciences and over 

8,000 companies use the digital platforms. The Swiss Learning Hub enables leading Swiss educational institutions to 

digitalize their offerings and export them to international growth markets. With the implementation in China in 

autumn 2019, a first important step in internationalisation was taken. The company belongs to the CREALOGIX 

Group, a market leader in digital banking. 

 

This release contains forward-looking statements that may involve certain risks, uncertainties and changes that are not 

foreseeable and beyond the control of the CREALOGIX Group. CREALOGIX can therefore make no assurances regarding the 

accuracy of such forward-looking statements, their impact on the financial situation of the CREALOGIX Group or the market in 

which shares and other securities of the CREALOGIX Group are traded. 
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I would be happy to arrange an interview appointment with the management of the Swiss Learning 

Hub AG for you.  Please call me at +41 58 404 83 33 or send me an e-mail:  

timo.kind@swisslearninghub.ch  

https://www.swisslearninghub.com/en/
mailto:timo.kind@swisslearninghub.ch

